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Jakarta, 31 October 2017

To Whom it May Concern,

Edunation is working in the field of education and student mobility. lt makes a highly valuable
contribution for internationalising and modernizing the delivery of the Finnish education to the
world. Edunation is a reliable and experienced partner. Embassy of Finland in Jakarta
recommends the services of Edunation for anybody working in the field of education and student
mobil ity.

The founders of Edunation are experts. They have been working in student mobility since 2007
through Asia Exchange, which is another organization of the founders and helps students to
study in Indonesia and elsewhere in Asia.

The Embassy of Finland in lndonesia appreciates very much indeed the role of Asia Exchange in
contributing to international relations and student exchange of Indonesian universities. The
Embassy of Finland has been trying to open opportunities for Indonesian students to study in
Finland and is happy to note that prospects in this respect have improved.

Student mobility is more and more important. Finland's education system ranks among the best in
the world with untapped opportunities for Indonesian students. Edunation is committed to make
Finland more accessible to students from all over the world. lt has adopted a comprehensive
approach by spreading awareness about the benefits of living and studying in Finland. Edunation
is able to help Indonesian students in finding a place to study in one of the highly rated Finnish
Universities that are eager to attract more students from Indonesia.

Edunation's and Asia Exchange's work in international student mobility is in high esteem and
much needed. lt is a trustworthy and experienced partner in international education mobility and
as such is able to give a positive contribution in bringing the students and educational institutions
of Finland and lndonesia closer together. Embassy of Finland has had a positive experience in
working together with Edunation and can reiterate its recommendation on the quality of services
Edunation can offer.
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